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Abstract

How do African governments respond to democratic electoral competition? Although

the common perception is that African governments have sought to win elections by com-

bining various types of electoral fraud, clientelism, and ethnic mobilization, I argue that

democratic elections in Africa have also induced governments to compete for votes by pro-

viding basic services. One implication of this is a rural bias in the impact of democracy on

basic health and education outcomes. Using individual level data from 27 African countries, I

investigate the theoretical claim that competitive elections create incentives for African gov-

ernments to implement pro-rural policies in order to satisfy the rural majority. The results

demonstrate that democratic elections significantly increase access to primary education and

reduce infant mortality rates, but only for children in rural areas. As the argument expects,

these effects are conditional on the level of urbanization.∗

Keywords: Democracy, Elections, Africa, Rural

∗Supplementary material for this article is available in the appendix in the on-
line edition. Replication files are available in the JOP Data Archive on Dataverse
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How do African governments respond to democratic electoral competition? The com-

mon perception is that they have pursued mixed strategies, combining various types of

electoral fraud, clientelism, and ethnic mobilization. But there is an alternative possibility

that has received far less attention: that African governments have sought to win electoral

support through the provision of basic services. Although fraud, clientelism, and ethnic

politics are certainly widespread across Africa, I argue that this alternative is more than

just a possibility; democratic elections in Africa induce governments to compete for votes by

providing basic services. This does not mean that democratic rulers are benevolent welfare

maximizers, nor does it mean that any effect of democracy on changes to the provision of

basic services will be experienced equally across society, since democratic rulers select poli-

cies to court the votes of an electoral majority. But one thing it does mean is that across

Africa the effect of democracy on changes to basic health and education outcomes has been

larger in rural areas.

This conclusion follows a recognition that competitive elections create incentives for

governments to implement policies that increase the provision of basic services, in order to

win the support of an electoral majority.1 While urban bias under autocracies rendered rural

areas relatively deprived, the electoral incentives introduced by democracy mean that rural

voters can no longer be ignored. Since in most African countries a majority of the population

lives in rural areas, African governments that are subject to meaningful electoral constraints

have incentives to pursue policies that benefit the interests of this rural majority. This does

not mean that under democracy rural areas necessarily receive more public goods than urban

areas, but it does imply that rural areas should benefit relatively more from democracy in

terms of the positive changes resulting from increased public goods provision. It also implies

that the extent of any differential effect of democracy should be conditional on and decreasing

1Recent evidence demonstrates that voters in Africa can be responsive to the provision
of public or collective goods and services (Weghorst and Lindberg 2013, Harding 2015).
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in the level of urbanization. As urbanization increases and the electoral importance of the

countryside recedes, so too should the imperative to satisfy previously disadvantaged rural

voters. As such, the argument expects heterogeneity in the relative effects of democracy for

urban and rural areas, due to variation in urbanization at the national level.

The empirical task is therefore to investigate whether the introduction of democratic

elections across Africa has led to differential effects on basic service provision across urban

and rural areas, and whether the extent of this is conditional on urbanization. Using individ-

ual level data across 27 African countries from the Demographic and Health Survey (DHS)

series, I focus on the impact of democracy on the most basic health and education outcomes:

primary education and infant mortality rates. Doing so demonstrates a substantial rural

bias in the positive effects of democratic elections. I also show that the extent of this rural

bias is conditional on and decreasing in the level of urbanization, as the theory suggests.

Additional analyses address alternative explanations, allaying concerns that the results may

be driven by pre-trends or by ethnic favoritism in the distribution of resources.

Democracy can be defined and measured in a multitude of ways. Following Cheibub

and Przeworski (1999), I focus primarily on a measure which takes democracy to be given

by multiparty elections that have led to the replacement in power of the chief executive.

Although potentially contentious, the replacement criterion has the virtue of restricting the

set of democracies to cases for which we can be certain that multiparty elections represent a

meaningful constraint on the executive. This virtue makes the measure theoretically appro-

priate, since it is possible that elections which do not represent binding constraints may be

insufficient to generate incentives for incumbents to design policies with the purpose of con-

structing an electoral majority. I also investigate the effects of a purely procedural measure

that discards the replacement criterion, taking as democracies any countries where the chief

executive was elected in multiparty elections. In line with previous findings I show that mul-

tiparty elections have a positive effect on basic health and education outcomes, irrespective
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of executive replacement. But the evidence for rural bias in these effects is less compelling,

suggesting that only elections which represent a meaningful constraint on the executive are

sufficient to induce the theorized electoral incentives.

This research builds on work by Bates (1981) and Bates and Block (2013), who consid-

ered the conditions under which agricultural policies might be designed to prioritize urban

or rural interests in Africa, and provided evidence that competitive elections have led to

policy reforms that enhance agricultural productivity. It is also closely related to work by

Stasavage (2005), who demonstrated that the introduction of elections in Africa led to an

increase in government spending on primary but not secondary education, due to stronger

rural preferences for primary education. I build on this work by broadening the focus to

basic service provision more generally, and by looking at the impact of competitive elections

on individual level health and education outcomes, rather than inputs at the national level,

to disaggregate the effects between urban and rural residents.

This research contributes to an extensive literature that addresses the impact of democ-

racy on the provision of public goods and services. As well as providing strong additional

evidence that democracy has a positive effect on education and health outcomes in Africa,

it disaggregates this effect, demonstrating that democracy has a significantly larger impact

on changes to basic service provision for rural residents than for urbanites. These findings

suggest that to properly understand the effects of democracy, it is important to consider who

should benefit. In doing so, this paper complements the research by Harding and Stasavage

(2014), who consider the types of policy outcomes that should be affected by democracy.

This paper also contributes to research on electoral politics in Africa more generally, much

of which has focused on the prevalence of electoral fraud, ethnic competition, and clien-

telism. While these practices are certainly widespread, the results presented herein suggest

that African governments also seek to construct electoral majorities through basic service

provision.
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Who should benefit from democracy in Africa?

There is a growing consensus that democracy can have a positive effect on basic services, with

various empirical studies having demonstrated the existence of broad relationships between

measures of democracy and indicators of public goods outcomes at the national level.2 In

addition, some more recent work has sought to disaggregate the effects of democracy across

different groups.3 These disaggregated studies highlight that it is useful think about who

benefits – are the effects of democracy uniform across all individuals, or do some benefit more

than others? The argument motivating the empirical analysis is that the positive effects of

any increase in basic service provision resulting from democracy should be felt more strongly

for rural residents, because the incentives created by competitive elections mean that African

governments cannot ignore the interests of the rural majority, as had previously been the

case.

This argument takes its lead from work on the relationship between regime type and

public goods that gives primacy to the role of accountability, such as that by Bueno de

Mesquita et al. (2001) and Lake and Baum (2001). From this perspective, democracy in-

creases public goods provision because competitive elections render politicians accountable

to the mass electorate. To stay in power governments need the support of a majority of

voters. One way to construct an electoral majority is by providing private goods through

patronage networks. Given the large numbers of voters involved in popular elections, how-

ever, a potentially cheaper and more feasible alternative is to implement policies that increase

the provision of public goods and services. As a result, we should see a positive relationship

between democratization and basic service provision.

2Studies have investigated the relationship between democracy and healthcare and educa-
tion spending, and outcomes such as infant mortality rates, literacy levels, and electrification.
Examples include Ross (2006), Besley and Kudamatsu (2006), and Stasavage (2005).

3Examples include Brown and Mobarak (2009), Burgess et al. (2015), Min (2015) and
Kroth, Larcinese and Wehner (2016).
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This positive relationship should lead to improvements in basic health and education

outcomes, as has been evidenced in Africa by Kudamatsu (2012) and Harding and Stasavage

(2014). One question that follows is whether these changes should be felt by all citizens

equally, or whether some should benefit relatively more from democracy in terms of any

increase in public goods provision. An answer is suggested by the Urban Bias literature,

which argued that authoritarian regimes in developing countries have incentives to favor

urban over rural interests because the primary threat to this type of regime comes from

revolutions or coups, which tend to germinate in urban areas where coordinating collective

action is easier (Bates 1981). However, these incentives should change with the onset of

democracy, because under a democratic regime the primary threat to government survival

comes instead from electoral defeat.4 Consequently, since survival depends on securing an

electoral majority, where a majority of the population lives in rural areas (as is the case

across most of sub-Saharan Africa, for the time-being at least), under democracy it is no

longer possible to ignore rural voters.5

If elections in countries with rural majorities create incentives for governments to cater

to rural interests that had previously been ignored, the introduction of democracy in such

contexts should result in the extension of, and improvements to, basic service provision for

rural areas. That is not to say that under democracy voters in rural areas necessarily receive

more public goods than urbanites, and it may be the case that urban areas continue to

experience higher levels of public goods provision following transitions to democracy. But

what it does mean is that due to the urban bias documented for autocracies, rural areas

should benefit relatively more from democracy in terms of the positive changes resulting

4Urbanites do not lack power under democracy, since they can protest and strike, for ex-
ample. But democracy increases the relative power of rural residents compared to urbanites.

5The literature on redistributive politics has focused on whether benefits should accrue
primarily to swing voters or core supporters. Stokes et al. (2013) explain the targeting of
core voters with clientelist distribution in developing democracies by highlighting the role of
brokers. The focus here is on non-clientelist forms of distributive politics.
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from increased public goods provision.6

Although by definition public goods are non-excludable and non-rivalrous, it is possible

for the benefits of basic service provision to accrue differentially across individuals due to

both programmatic distribution and what Stokes et al. (2013) label “nonconditional partisan

bias.” Governments everywhere implement forms of distributive politics that exhibit non-

conditional partisan bias, more commonly referred to as pork-barrel politics. These forms of

distribution either lack formalized and public criteria, or these criteria do not actually shape

distribution (or both). As such, the actual determinants of distribution are often partisan,

in that they are designed to generate goodwill for a particular political candidate or party

(Stokes et al. 2013: 12). That they are nonconditional is important because the receipt of

benefits does not depend on individual support; benefits are intended to sway voters, not

buy them.7 It is fairly easy to imagine how the targeted distribution of local public goods

could lead to rural areas benefiting more from any increase in the provision of basic services

resulting from democracy, for example through building more primary schools and health

clinics in rural areas.

Programmatic forms of distribution are guided by criteria that are formalized and pub-

lic, and that actually shape the distribution of resources (Stokes et al. 2013: 7). However,

6It also does not necessarily imply that the urban-rural cleavage entirely prevails over
other possible cleavages, such as ethnicity, because rural areas could still benefit relatively
more from democracy than urban areas even if governments are pursuing policies of ethnic
favoritism. However, both Franck and Rainer (2012) and Burgess et al. (2015) provide
evidence that ethnic favoritism recedes under democracy. In the data the correlation between
rural location and the measure of leader co-ethnicity (as described below) is -0.0238. That
between rural location and a measure of household wealth is -0.5373. While this measure of
wealth is the only one available in the DHS data, it is problematic because it is calculated
based on factors such as access to services. This measure has been widely criticised for a
variety of reasons, including the fact that it lacks comparability across urban and rural areas
(Rutstein 2008).

7This sets pork-barrel politics apart from clientelism, which here refers to the conditional
distribution of private benefits, either to party members (patronage) or voters (vote buying
or turnout buying) (Stokes et al. 2013).
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although programmatic policies are often ostensibly universal, their benefits are frequently

felt more keenly by some voters than others, due to variations in need and/or preferences.8

Knowing this, governments can also use programmatic policy instruments to effectively tar-

get certain groups of voters. Both programmatic and targeted forms of distribution there-

fore provide policy instruments that can be used to differentially benefit rural areas. Again

though, that does not mean that urbanites under democracy are ignored; increasing ur-

banization, greater economies of scale, and the relative difficulty of enforceing clientelistic

exchanges in urban areas (Nathan 2016), could actually make the provision of public goods

to urban voters even more electorally attractive. But if service provision was urban biased

under autocracy, and the introduction of electoral incentives means that rural voters can no

longer be ignored, it follows that rural areas should benefit relatively more from democracy

in terms of the increase in such provision.

If electoral competition creates incentives to satisfy rural voters, the impact of these

incentives should be conditional on urbanization. In countries with very low levels of urban-

ization, the presence of extremely large rural majorities increases the imperative to court

rural voters. As urbanization increases and the electoral importance of the countryside re-

cedes, so too should this imperative. In cases where rural voters are in the minority, the

need for governments to satisfy them with pro-rural policies designed to offset previous ur-

ban bias should be lesser. As such, we should see the greatest rural bias in the impact of

democracy on education and health outcomes in countries that are predominantly rural, and

8The Ghanaian National Health Insurance Scheme (NHIS) provides an example of a
programmatic policy whose benefits accrue differentially in this way. The NHIS offers pro-
grammatic benefits to all citizens, but the nature of the resources provided means that rural
residents are likely to benefit more than urbanites, because they are more likely to lack the
financial resources to purchase essential health services in the absence of the NHIS. The
widespread abolition of primary school fees in Africa highlighted by Harding and Stasavage
(2014) represents another example of how programmatic policies can have differential effects
across types of citizens, as poorer (and rural) citizens are more likely to experience school
fees as a binding constraint that prevents take-up of access to primary education.
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the extent of this bias should decrease with urbanization.9 The argument outlined above

has three observable implications: (1) Democracy in Africa should lead to positive changes

in basic education and health outcomes; (2) The extent of these positive changes should be

greater in rural areas; (3) The extent of this rural bias should be decreasing in the level of

urbanization.

While the empirical focus herein is on robustly evaluating the implications of this argu-

ment, it is important to acknowledge that the focus is on outcomes rather than mechanisms.

Although it is beyond the scope of this study, to fully understand the relationship between

democracy and basic health and education outcomes requires consideration of the precise

policy mechanisms through which democracy affects the provision of basic services. For ex-

ample, as Harding and Stasavage (2014) have shown, the effect of democracy is likely to work

through specific policies such as the abolition of user fees. Future work should investigate

these policy mechanisms further, and in more detail.

The effect of democracy on education and health

This section considers how to estimate the effect of democracy on education and health

outcomes. First it addresses questions of how to measure the key dependent and independent

variables, and then it discusses the estimation method that is employed.

Measuring democracy

Scholars investigating the impact of democracy on basic service provision have adopted

various approaches to defining and measuring democracy. One approach is to focus solely on

9An alternative explanation could be that policies designed to improve health and educa-
tion outcomes equally for all just happen to have greater effects for rural residents, leading to
a convergence in health and education outcomes across urban and rural areas. Evidence that
the extent of rural bias is conditional on urbanization counters this alternative explanation,
which does not obviously imply such a conditional effect.
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formal institutions, taking as democratic all countries where the chief executive was elected in

multiparty competition. This purely procedural approach has the great benefit of providing

“an objective ex ante measure of formal institutions, as opposed to a subjective measure

(such as Polity or Freedom House) that may be influenced by ex post outcomes” (Harding

and Stasavage 2014: 234). Moreover, in justifying this minimalist approach for examining

the impact of democracy on basic service provision, Harding and Stasavage argue that even

an unlevel electoral playing field can generate incentives for incumbents to choose policies in

order to maximize vote share.

An alternative approach is to require certain conditions that limit the set of democ-

racies to cases in which the playing field is more level. This is exemplified by Kudamatsu

(2012), who follows Cheibub and Przeworski (1999) in requiring not only that the chief ex-

ecutive is elected in multiparty competition, but also that elections that have led to the

replacement in power of the chief executive. The virtue of this additional criterion is to err

on the side of prudence; as Cheibub and Przeworski (1999) note, the problem with classify-

ing regimes is that some cases meet the formal institutional criteria for democracy, yet the

incumbent always wins. In these cases it remains unclear whether the incumbent would have

held elections if they were not certain of victory, and whether they would have yielded power

if they had actually lost. Therefore the prudent approach is to opt for type II errors, classi-

fying these cases as not democratic when in fact they might have been. This is a particularly

pertinent issue in Africa, where in many cases the rapid introduction of multiparty elections

in the 1990s did not immediately lead to the replacement of authoritarian incumbents.

In essence, the replacement criterion represents an objective (if somewhat blunt) indi-

cator of democratic quality, the addition of which restricts the set of democracies to cases

where we can be certain that multiparty elections impose a meaningful constraint on the ex-

ecutive.10 As Harding and Stasavage (2014) show, this higher democratic bar is not necessary

10An alternative would be to use a more subjective measure such as Polity, but doing so
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to induce policy change; multiparty elections are sufficient to encourage the implementation

of policies such as free primary schooling, for example, which has led to a significant increase

in primary school enrolment across Africa. What is not yet clear, however, is whether an

unlevel electoral playing field is sufficient to generate incentives for incumbents to pursue

more costly policy changes, and/or more demanding electoral strategies.

Even with an uneven electoral playing field, fairly costless policies that maximise vote

share—such as abolishing school fees—may be desirable to the extent that they offset the

costs of vote rigging. But elections that do not represent binding constraints may be in-

sufficient to generate incentives for incumbents to design and implement policies with the

purpose of constructing an electoral majority. Especially where they involve targeted re-

source provision, such electoral strategies may be more costly than rigging elections. Instead

then, it is possible that only incumbents who are prepared to lose, and who are unwilling

to rig or coerce their way to an electoral majority, will face such incentives. If this is the

case then the minimalist approach may not uncover the hypothesised rural bias, because it

would include as democratic cases where incumbents do not face the requisite incentives.

I proceed by using both aproaches to measuring democracy. I focus primarily on a

measure that includes the replacement criterion, because it is potentially more theoretically

appropriate. To this end I construct a ‘democracy’ measure using the coding provided by

Kudamatsu (2012), updated to cover the additional years in my sample.11 In addition, I

follow Harding and Stasavage (2014) in constructing a ‘multiparty’ measure using data from

the Database of Political Institutions Beck et al. (2001) to determine whether a country’s

forfeits the benefit of objectivity. Results from estimates using Polity are presented in Table
B.1 of the Supporting Information.

11Following Kudamatsu (2012, p.1298), “democracy is defined as a political system where
(1) the chief executive of the national government has been elected in multiparty elections
with universal suffrage, without subsequently banning opposition parties; and (2) a new chief
executive has assumed office by winning multiparty elections.”
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chief executive was elected in multiparty competition.12

Measuring education and health outcomes

National-level development indicators highlight that levels of basic service provision in Africa

remain the lowest in the world. In 2012 infant mortality rates in sub-Saharan Africa were

almost twice as high as the global average, and net primary school enrollment was thirteen

percentage points lower.13 Within Africa, rural residents fare much worse than urbanites.

Since 1980, children in rural areas have been 15% less likely to receive any schooling than

those living in urban locations, and infant mortality rates have been twenty percentage points

higher.

Measuring the impact of democracy on basic service provision requires data on educa-

tion and health outcomes across countries, before and after the introduction of competitive

elections, that can be disaggregated below the national level to differentiate the effects for

rural as opposed to urban residents. Official education statistics collected by UNESCO pro-

vide time series data on various education inputs and outcomes, but these national level data

do not allow for disaggregating the effects across urban and rural areas. The same is true

for country level data on infant mortality provided by UNICEF and the World Bank. As

an alternative, I construct time series measures of infant mortality rates and primary school

attendance using individual level survey data from the DHS series.

12In line with Harding and Stasavage (2014), I code a country as having multiparty com-
petition for any year in which the chief executive was in place as a result of multiparty
electoral competition in which more than one party one votes, using data from the Database
of Political Institutions Beck et al. (2001). The database’s Executive Index of Electoral
Competitiveness codes the elected status of the executive for each country-year on a 7-point
scale: 1 - No Executive; 2 - Unelected Executive; 3 - Elected, 1 candidate; 4 - 1 party,
multiple candidates; 5 - multiple parties are legal but only one party qon votes; 6 - multiple
parties won votes but the largest party received more than 75% of the votes; 7 - largest party
got less than 75%. A country is coded as having multiparty competition for any year it is
coded 6 or 7 on this scale.

13Data from the World Bank’s World Development Indicators.
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The DHS provide high quality individual level data on a variety of development in-

dicators, including education attainment and child health, for over 90 countries around the

world. I use data from the most recent surveys at the time of writing, from 27 African

countries.14 The DHS are carried out at household level, and the data contain information

on years of schooling completed for all individuals in each household. In addition, a survey

of women collects birth histories for all mothers surveyed, providing information on infant

mortality.15

For the infant mortality estimates I have a total sample of 879,856 children, born to

231,784 mothers, every year from 1980 through to the survey date. For each child I construct

the variable Infant Death, coded 1 if the child died before her first birthday, and 0 otherwise.

To measure the impact of democracy on infant mortality I code the variables Multiparty

and Democracy as 1 if the child was born in a country that was democratic by the relevant

measure throughout the year in which she was born, and 0 otherwise.16 For the education

estimates I have a total sample of 578,695 individuals, from 267,383 households, born every

year from 1980 through to the survey date minus the satutory primary school completion age.

For each individual I construct the dummy variable Any Schooling, coded 1 if an individual

has ever attended primary school and 0 otherwise.

To measure the impact of democracy on primary schooling I code the variables Multi-

14This includes all of the countries analysed by Kudamatsu (2012) apart from Mauritania,
for which data access is restricted. A full list of the surveys used in the analysis is in the
appendix.

15Educated people tend to live longer (Cutler and Lleras-Muney 2006). Consequently,
including all individuals born since independence will introduce bias because many more
individuals who were of primary school age prior to the introduction of democracy but who
did not go to school are less likely to be observable than those of the same age who did go
to school. Therefore to limit bias resulting from the effects of education on life expectancy,
and in line with Harding and Stasavage (2014), I restrict all of the the analyses to children
born since 1980. For the infant mortality estimates doing so has no substantive effect on the
results, as should be expected.

16This approach follows that of Kudamatsu (2012).
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party and Democracy to capture the proportion of an individual’s primary school age years

spent in a context of democracy, again by the relevant measure.17 These variables takes a

value of 1 for all cases in which an individual reached the official age of school entry subse-

quent to the introduction of democracy. If an individual reached the normal school leaving

age prior to competitive elections being introduced, the variables take a value of zero. Fi-

nally, in cases where an individual reached the normal age of school entry before competitive

elections were introduced, but elections were subsequently introduced before the individual

reached normal school leaving age, the variables take a value between 0 and 1 equal to the

proportion of their school age years spent under democracy.

Estimation method

I use these data to evaluate the impact of democracy on infant mortality rates and access to

primary education by estimating the following equation with a linear probability model:

Yimct = µm + δt + βDemocracyimct + γXimct + θct + εimct (1)

For the dependent variable, Yimct equals 1 if individual i born to mother m (or living

in household m) in country c, born in year t, either died before reaching her first birthday or

ever attended primary school, depending on the outcome under investigation. Of principal

interest is the Democracy (or Multiparty) variable, which captures either whether the child

was born in a democracy, or the proportion of an individual’s primary school age years spent

under democracy. δt represents year-of-birth fixed effects, and θct represents a country-

specific linear time trend, which controls for any country-level changes in education that

are unrelated to electoral competition. For all estimates the matrix Ximc contains dummy

17Official primary school ages vary by country, and are available from UNESCO.
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variables for birth order and gender. For the estimates of infant mortality Ximc also contains

a dummy variable for multiple births (i.e. twins, triplets, or quadruplets). For the estimates

of primary education Ximc also contains dummy variables to control for relationship to

household head. Since Democracy does not vary across individuals born in the same country

in a given year, standard errors are clustered by country-year-of-birth.

For the estimates of infant mortality µm represents mother fixed effects, and when

the outcome of interest is access to primary education µm represents household fixed ef-

fects. Including household fixed effects is useful for the education analysis because it means

estimating the effect of democracy only for households in which there were children of pri-

mary school age both before and after democratization. This controls for any potentially

confounding household level characteristics that may vary systematically over time within a

country, and which might affect both the chances of democratization and access to primary

education.18 Including mother fixed effects for the estimates of infant mortality brings similar

benefits; doing so exploits within-mother variation in infant survival, providing confidence

that any estimated effect of democracy is robust to the possibility that broader demographic

changes might affect both regime type and infant survival rates.19 If democratic elections

in Africa reduce infant mortality rates, the coefficient on the Democracy variable should be

negative; if democratic elections increase primary school attendance, the coefficient should

be positive.

18This follows the estimation strategy pursued by Harding and Stasavage (2014). Another
benefit of this strategy is to rule out the possibility of reverse causality; previous work has
indicated that education leads to democracy (for example, Glaeser, Ponzetto and Shleifer
(2007) and Larreguy and Marshall (2017)), but the fixed effects strategy employed here deals
with this identification problem, because the individuals under examination are too young
to be driving the democratic changes.

19This follows the strategy pursued by Kudamatsu (2012). The models estimated herein
differ from Kudamatsu’s preferred specification, which includes dummy variables for mothers’
birth cohorts. Including these has no substantive effect on my results, but is incredibly
computationally intensive, so I omit them from the analysis for ease of replication.
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To evaluate the theoretical expectation of a rural bias in the impact of democracy on

basic service provision requires estimating these effects separately for urban and rural areas.

The simplest way to achieve this is to split the sample based on information about whether

respondents live in urban or rural locations. This information is coded into the DHS data at

the household level based on national census files. Therefore as well as estimating equation

(1) for the full sample, I estimate all of the models separately for urban and rural respon-

dents. An alternative approach is to include an interaction term between the Democracy

variable and the rural location dummy in the estimates using the full sample. Doing so yields

very similar results, which are presented in Table B.15 of the Supporting Information. For

ease of interpretation I split the sample between urban and rural residents, but it is worth

highlighting that the estimates using the interaction term demonstrate that the urban-rural

differences in the effect of democracy are statistically significant at standard levels.

The argument also predicts that the extent of rural bias should be conditional on the

national level of urbanization. I evaluate this implication by estimating the equation:

Yimct = µm + δt + β1Democracyimct + β2Urbanizationct

+ β3(Democracyimct ∗ Urbanizationct) + γXimct + θct + εimct

(2)

where β2 represents the effect of the level of urbanization in country c in year t, with t

being equal to the child’s year of birth for the infant mortality estimates, and the year that

the child reaches primary school age for the education estimates. Urbanization data is taken

from the World Bank’s database of World Development Indicators. Since the expectation is

that the extent of rural bias in the effect of democracy should be conditional on the level of

urbanization, the key parameter of interest is β3, which represents the effect of an interaction

between the Democracy and Urbanization variables. If the theoretical argument is correct,

this term should be positive and significant in the estimates of infant mortality for rural
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Table 1: The Effects of Democracy on Basic Service Provision

All Urban Rural
(a) DV = Infant Death (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Democracy -0.0032∗ -0.0016 -0.0041∗∗

(0.0017) (0.0023) (0.0021)

Multiparty -0.0068∗∗∗ -0.0023 -0.0083∗∗∗

(0.0015) (0.0022) (0.0017)

Number of countries 27 27 27
Number of mothers 231784 75408 156376
Observations 879856 240690 639166

(b) DV = Any Schooling (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12)

Democracy 0.0133∗∗ 0.0036 0.0205∗∗∗

(0.0058) (0.0067) (0.0074)

Multiparty 0.0157∗∗∗ 0.0203∗∗∗ 0.0121∗

(0.0058) (0.0054) (0.0072)

Number of countries 27 27 27
Number of households 267383 91826 175557
Observations 578695 206204 372491

Note: Estimates from linear probability models of the effect of democracy on: (a) infant mortality rates; (b) access to primary
education. All estimates include gender and birth order dummies, year of birth fixed effects, country-specific linear time trends,
and either (a) mother fixed effects or (b) household fixed effects. Estimates of infant mortality also include a dummy for
multiple births. Estimates of primary education also include dummies for relationship to household head. Standard errors in
parentheses, clustered by country-year-of-birth. *p<.1, **p<.05, ***p<.01.

residents, and significantly negative in the education estimates for rural residents. There is

no reason to expect it to be significant in the estimates for urban residents.

Results

Table 1 contains results from estimates of equation (1). The outcome of interest in panel (a)

is whether a child died before her first birthday, and in panel (b) it is whether a child ever

attended primary school.
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Average effects of democracy

The results from models (1) and (7) show the average effect of democracy on infant mortality

and access to primary education, respectively, for all individuals across the 27 countries.

From these it is clear that democratization has lead to improvements in basic education and

health outcomes across Africa. For infant mortality, the implied effect of a child being born

into a democracy as opposed to a non-democratic regime is a reduction in the probability

of her dying before her first birthday of just over one-third of a percentage point. More

concretely, this implies that the introduction of democracy leads to 3.2 fewer infants dying

before reaching one year of age, for every 1,000 live births. For access to primary education,

the implied average effect of a child spending all her primary school age years in a democracy

as opposed to a non-democracy is an increase in the probability of her ever attending school

of 1.3 percentage points. For both outcomes these average effects are statistically significant

at or close to the 0.05 level.20

When the multiparty variable is used instead (models (2) and (8)), the average effect

on access to primary education is very similar. For infant mortality the implied effect is

more than twice the size, suggesting that major gains in infant health may have followed

the introduction of multiparty elections, irrespective of whether these elections led to incum-

bent turnover. These results provide strong evidence that, on average, the introduction of

democratic elections in Africa significantly and substantially reduces infant mortality rates

and increases access to primary schooling. Moreover, they suggest that even where the play-

ing field is uneven, multiparty electoral competition generates incentives for incumbents to

pursue vote maximising policies that improve basic health and education outcomes.

The average effects therefore support the theoretical claim that democracy generates

electoral incentives for governments to improve basic service provision. But electoral success

does not require winning all the votes, only a majority. And since most African countries

20For the infant mortality estimate p=0.064, and for the education estimate p=0.021.
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have rural majorities, we should expect the benefits of democracy to be felt primarily by

rural residents. The next step is therefore to investigate whether the effects of democracy

on changes to basic education and health outcomes have been felt more strongly by rural

residents.

Evidence of rural bias

The results from models (3) and (5) show the effect of democracy on infant mortality for

urban and rural residents, respectively. Those from models (9) and (11) do the same for

access to primary education. These results demonstrate a clear rural bias in the impact

of democracy on changes to basic education and health outcomes. For infant mortality,

democracy has no significant effect on the probability of children in urban areas reaching

the age of one. Instead, the significant average effect is driven by the impact of democracy

on infant mortality in rural areas. When equation (1) is estimated for the rural subsample,

the effect is greater than the estimated average effect, and is significant at the 0.05 level.

These results imply that for children in rural areas, being born into a democracy reduces the

probability of dying before the age of one by almost half a percentage point. For every 1,000

live births in rural areas, the implied effect of democracy is that 4.1 more infants celebrate

their first birthdays.

The story is similar for access to primary education. When equation (1) is estimated

only for urbanites, the effect is little more than a quarter of the average estimated effect, and

is not statistically significant. In contrast, for the rural subsample the effect is significant

at the 0.01 level and is more than 50% larger than the average estimated effect. For a

child in a rural area, the implied effect of spending all her primary school age years in a

democracy is to increase the probability of her going to school by 2 percentage points. For

both education and health outcomes these results provide clear evidence of a rural bias in the

improvements resulting from democracy; democratization across Africa has led to positive
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changes in basic health and eucation outcomes for rural residents, but has had no such

effect in urban areas. Pooling the data across urban and rural residents and including an

interaction term between the Democracy variable and a dummy for rural location yields very

similar results, and demonstrates that the urban-rural differences in the effects of democracy

on access to primary education and infant mortality rates are statistically significant at the

0.05 level (results included in Table B.15 of the Supporting Information).

When the multiparty variable is used a similar pattern emerges, although for the edu-

cation estimates the evidence for rural bias is slightly less compelling. For infant mortality

(models (4) and (6)) the introduction of multiparty elections has a substantially smaller

effect for urbanites than for rural residents, and is only statistically significant for the latter.

For education the estimated effect is larger for the urban subsample. Again though, pooling

the data and including an interaction term between the Multiparty variable and a dummy

for rural location demonstrates that the effects of democracy on access to primary education

and infant mortality rates are significantly larger for rural residents than for urbanites.

Are the effects of democracy conditional on urbanization?

The third stage in the empirical strategy is to investigate whether the rural bias in the impact

of democracy is conditional on urbanization. If governments implement pro-rural policies

in order to court the votes of the rural majority, it follows that the extent to which this

strategy is pursued should depend upon the size of that rural majority. To evaluate this,

I interact the Democracy and Multiparty variables with a measure of urbanization at the

national level. The results are presented in Table 2. Panel (a) shows results from estimates

of equation (2) when the outcome of interest is infant mortality.

When the entire sample is used, the results from model (1) show a significant interaction

effect between democracy and urbanization, in the expected direction. While democracy

reduces infant mortality rates, this effect decreases as the level of urbanization increases.
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Table 2: Conditional Effects of Democracy on Basic Service Provision

All Urban Rural
(a) DV = Infant Death (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Democracy -0.0128∗∗ -0.0069 -0.0143∗∗

(0.0054) (0.0074) (0.0061)

Urbanization -0.0023∗∗∗ -0.0019∗∗∗ -0.0019∗∗ -0.0018∗∗ -0.0025∗∗∗ -0.0020∗∗

(0.0006) (0.0006) (0.0008) (0.0008) (0.0008) (0.0008)

Democracy*Urbanization 0.0003∗∗ 0.0002 0.0004∗∗

(0.0002) (0.0002) (0.0002)

Multiparty -0.0068∗∗ -0.0044 -0.0070∗

(0.0033) (0.0044) (0.0041)

Multiparty*Urbanization 0.0000 0.0001 -0.0000
(0.0001) (0.0001) (0.0001)

Number of countries 27 27 27
Number of mothers 231784 75408 156376
Observations 879856 240690 639166

(b) DV = Any Schooling (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12)

Democracy 0.0428∗∗ 0.0231 0.0489∗∗

(0.0171) (0.0201) (0.0206)

Urbanization 0.0110∗∗∗ 0.0119∗∗∗ 0.0048∗∗∗ 0.0048∗∗∗ 0.0153∗∗∗ 0.0169∗∗∗

(0.0020) (0.0020) (0.0017) (0.0017) (0.0029) (0.0029)

Democracy*Urbanization -0.0012∗ -0.0007 -0.0013∗

(0.0006) (0.0007) (0.0008)

Multiparty 0.0468∗∗∗ 0.0421∗∗∗ 0.0562∗∗∗

(0.0109) (0.0104) (0.0139)

Multiparty*Urbanization -0.0014∗∗∗ -0.0008∗∗∗ -0.0021∗∗∗

(0.0003) (0.0003) (0.0005)

Number of countries 27 27 27
Number of households 267383 91826 175557
Observations 578695 206204 372491

Note: Estimates from linear probability models of the effect of democracy on: (a) infant mortality rates; (b) access to primary
education. All estimates include gender and birth order dummies, year of birth fixed effects, country-specific linear time trends,
and either (a) mother fixed effects or (b) household fixed effects. Estimates of infant mortality also include a dummy for
multiple births. Estimates of primary education also include dummies for relationship to household head. Standard errors in
parentheses, clustered by country-year-of-birth. *p<.1, **p<.05, ***p<.01.
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Again though, of greater interest is the difference in the conditional effect of democracy across

urban and rural residents. As before, this can be investigated by splitting the sample and

re-estimating equation (2) separately for urban and rural residents. The results from models

(3) and (5) show that there is no significant effect of democracy for urban residents, nor is

there a significant interaction between democracy and urbanization. Instead, the average

conditional effects are driven by the conditional effects of democracy on infant mortality for

rural residents.

Panels (a) and (b) in Figure 1 show the magnitude of these conditional effects more

clearly. In each graph the sloped line represents the predicted marginal effects of democracy

on infant mortality at all levels of urbanization included in the sample, with the grey area

around it showing the 95% confidence interval.21 Panel (a) shows the marginal effects for

urban residents and panel (b) shows the same for rural residents. These graphs show that for

urbanites democracy has no significant effect on infant mortality, at any level of urbanization.

By contrast, for rural residents democracy has a significant negative effect on infant mortality,

up to a level of urbanization of 29%.

A majority of the children in the infant mortality sample were born in countries where

the level of urbanization was less than 30% (summary statistics are included in Table A.2 of

the Supporting Information). Taking into consideration the distribution of urbanization for

the rural subsample, the marginal effects presented in panel (b) of Figure 1 imply that the

effect of democracy on infant mortality is significant for half of the sampled rural residents.

Most importantly, these graphs show that in countries with large rural majorities (where

21These graphs were created using the code provided by Hainmueller, Mummolo and Xu
(2016). The stacked histograms at the bottom of each panel show the distribution of ur-
banization in the sample, with the dark and light portions of the histogram bars showing
the distribution of democracy to non-democracy, respectively. These demonstrate that the
estimates of conditional effects have common support, and do not rely on excessive extrap-
olation. Marginal effects from a binning estimator provide some support for the assumption
of linear interaction effects for the rural sub-sample, and are presented in Figure B.1 of the
Supporting Information).
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Figure 1: Marginal Effects of Democracy on Basic Service Provision
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(b) Rural Infant Mortality
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(c) Urban Primary Education
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(d) Rural Primary Education

Note: Sloped lines show marginal effects of democracy on the probability of: (a) and (b) a child dying before reaching
her first birthday; (c) and (d) a child ever having been to school. Grey areas are 95% confidence intervals. (a) and (c)
show effects for urban residents, (b) and (d) show effects for rural residents. Stacked histograms show the distribution
of urbanization, with the dark and light portions of the bars showing the distribution of democracy to non-democracy,
respectively.
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those living in rural areas make up more than 70% of the population), there is a clear rural

bias in the effects of democracy. In such contexts, democracy leads to a statistically signifi-

cant reduction in infant mortality for rural residents, but has no statistically significant effect

for urbanites. As urbanization increases beyond 29%, however, this rural bias disappears.

Panel (b) in Table 2 contains the results from estimates of equation (2) where the

outcome of interest is access to primary education. The pattern is much the same as for

infant mortality. Running the estimates on the entire sample highlights a strong interaction

effect, whereby the positive effect of democracy on access to primary education is decreasing

in the level of urbanization. As with infant mortality this fits the theoretical expectations, but

again the average effects obscure important differences across urban and rural areas. Models

(9) and (11) show that there is no statistically significant conditional effect for urbanites,

whereas for rural residents the positive effect of democracy on access to primary school is

significantly decreasing in urbanization.

The magnitudes of these conditional effects are shown in the lower panels of Figure

1. For the urban subsample, panel (c) demonstrates that the effect of democracy on access

to primary education never reaches standard levels of statistical significance, at any level of

urbanization. For rural residents though, panel (d) shows that in countries with big rural

majorities democracy has a large, statistically significant, and positive effect on access to

primary education. This effect decreases with urbanization, and loses statistical significance

once the proportion of urbanites in the population becomes greater than 28%. Close to 48%

of respondents in the education sample were living in countries with urbanization levels of

less than 28% when they reached primary school age, and a majority of the rural subsample

reached primary school age in contexts where democracy is estimated to have a significant

effect on their likelihood of going to school.

Again though, what is most important here is that in countries with large rural ma-

jorities, these results demonstrate a clear rural bias in the effect of democracy on access to
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basic education. Where the rural share of the population was greater than 71%, democracy

had a significantly positive effect on access to primary education for rural residents, but not

urbanities. As the level of urbanization increases, this rural bias reduces as the incentives to

satisfy rural voters dissipate. Together these results provide support for the theoretical argu-

ment that democracy in Africa creates incentives for governments to increase the provision

of basic services to rural residents in order to court the votes of the rural majority.

In contrast to the unconditional effects presented in Table 1, there is a noticeable

difference in the conditional effects when the Multiparty variable is used in place of the

Democracy measure. For the estimates of infant mortality in panel (a) of Table 2 there is

no significant interaction between multiparty elections and urbanization, whether estimated

for the full sample or separately for the urban and rural subsamples. For the estimates

of access to primary education in panel (b) of Table 2 there appears to be a significant

interaction between multiparty elections and urbanization when estimated for both the urban

and rural subsamples. However, it is worth noting that binning estimates demonstrate

that there are not statistically different effects of multiparty elections at typical low and

high values of urbanization for the urban subsample (see panel (c) of Figure B.2 in the

Supporting Information). What these results suggest then is that, in the absence of an even

electoral playing field, multiparty elections may indeed be insufficient to generate incentives

for incumbents to fully pursue the types of electoral strategies that lead to rural bias.

Alternative explanations

This section considers two alternative explanations for the results presented above. First,

that the estimates of the impact of democracy are simply picking up pre-trends in education

and health outcomes. Second, that the different effects for urban and rural residents are

driven by co-ethnic favoritism in resource distribution.
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Pre-trends in health and education

A possible concern is that the estimates of the impact of democracy are just picking up pre-

trends in infant mortality rates and access to primary education. As such, the effects we are

attributing to the introduction of democracy could simply reflect long-term positive trends in

access to services across Africa, since in the aggregate basic health and education outcomes

have been improving over time, irrespective of regime type. I investigate this possibility

by running falsification tests using a series of placebo treatment variables alongside the

democracy variable.22

For the infant mortality estimates these Placebo variables are constructed by shifting

the Democracy variable forwards by between 1 and 6 calendar-years. As such, the Placebo

estimates the impact on infant survival of a country becoming democratic 1-6 years after a

child’s birth. Since there is no reason to expect that the positive effects of democracy should

be realized 1-6 years prior to a democratic transition, in this case large and significant neg-

ative coefficients on the Placebo variables would suggest that pre-trends in infant mortality

rates could be driving the results, whereas small and insignificant coefficients would allay

such a concern.

I pursue a similar strategy for the education estimates, constructing the Placebo vari-

ables by shifting the Democracy variable forwards by between 1 and 6 calendar-years. These

placebo variables therefore estimate the impact on access to primary education of a country

becoming democratic in the 1-6 years after a child passes primary school age. Since it is

reasonable to assume that primary education attainment is determined during a child’s pri-

mary school age years, rather than after, large and statistically significant positive coefficient

on the Placebo variables would suggest that pre-trends in access to primary education could

be driving the results, whereas small and insignificant coefficients would provide confidence

that the positive education effects being attributed to democracy are not spurious.

22A similar strategy is pursued by Franck and Rainer (2012).
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Section B.6 of the Supporting Information contains results from a series of falsification

tests, in which the models in Table 1 were re-estimated with the Placebo variables included.

In comparison to the coefficients for the Democracy variable, all of the coefficients for the

Placebo version are smaller and statistically insignificant. This provides confidence that the

results reported above reflect the effect of the introduction of democratic elections, rather

than the effects of long-term trends in health and education outcomes.

Co-ethnic favoritism

Recent work has provided evidence of co-ethnic favoritism in the provision of basic education

and health services in Africa (Franck and Rainer 2012, Kramon and Posner 2016). This raises

the possibility that the evidence for rural bias could be misleading if the different effects for

urban and rural residents actually reflect co-ethnic favoritism in resource distribution. This

type of spurious conclusion could arise if ethnic groups are unevenly distributed across urban

and rural areas, and if predominantly rural groups are more likely to gain access to power

under democracy. Intuitively, high levels of ethnic heterogeneity across Africa means this

is unlikely, because in no country are there obviously distinct “rural” and “urban” ethnic

groups. Nonetheless, I investigate this alternative explanation using information on self-

reported ethnicity included in a subset of the DHS surveys.

Information on ethnicity is available for 19 of the 27 countries included in the foregoing

analyses, and is used to code a Co-ethnic Leader variable that captures the effect of being

from the same ethnic group as the president. For the infant mortality analysis this variable

is coded 1 if a child was born in a year in which one of her co-ethnics was in power, and 0

otherwise. Analogous to the Democracy variable, for the education analysis Co-ethnic Leader

captures the proportion of an individuals’ primary school age years spent with a co-ethnic

as president. Information on the ethnic identities of African leaders up to 2002 comes from

Fearon, Kasara and Laitin (2007), and has been updated to cover the years included in the
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sample. To evaluate whether the main results are proxying for the distribution of resources

based on ethnicity, I re-estimate equations (1) and (2) with the Co-ethnic Leader variable

included in all of the models. The results are presented in section B.7 of the Supporting

Information.

It is important to note that even without controlling for co-ethnicity, limiting the

sample to countries for which there is information on ethnicity alters the main results;

although the direction of the coefficients on the Democracy variable remains the same the

coefficients no longer all reach the same levels of statistical significance. As such, it is

necessary to be cautious in making conclusions about the impact of including the Co-ethnic

Leader variable. Importantly though, running the baseline estimates on the reduced sample

show that any weakening in the results is driben by the sample reduction, rather than the

inclusion of the Co-ethnic Leader control.

The general pattern of the average effects of democracy on both infant mortality and

access to primary education seen in the main analysis holds for the restricted sample, and the

coefficients are largely unaffected by the inclusion of the Co-ethnic Leader variable. Sim-

ilarly, for infant mortality the pattern of the conditional effects remain just as they were

when estimated using the full sample, though again the sample restriction means that the

coefficients are no longer statistically significant. This is the case irrespective of whether

the Co-ethnic Leader variable is interacted with urbanization. For the estimates of primary

education the estimates of the conditional effects are significant at standard levels, though

here the pattern differs slightly from the main analysis. Specifically, in this case the condi-

tional effects of democracy appear to hold for both the urban and rural sub-samples, rather

than just for rural households. Again though, it is worth noting that this is a function of the

reduced sample, and is not due to the inclusion of the Co-ethnic Leader variable. As such,

the most important implication is that any effects of co-ethnic favoritism are not driving the

results in the main analysis.
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Conclusion

This research investigates the relationship between democracy and basic health and educa-

tion outcomes across Africa, using individual level data across 27 countries to assess whether

meaningful electoral competition affects the probability of children dying before the age of

one, and of attending primary school. It also examines whether these effects vary across

urban as opposed to rural areas. The analysis is motivated by a straightforward theoreti-

cal claim, that while urban bias under autocracies rendered rural areas relatively deprived,

the electoral incentives introduced by democracy mean that rural voters can no longer be

ignored. Since in most African countries a majority of the population lives in rural areas,

this implies that African governments that are subject to meaningful electoral constraints

have incentives to pursue policies that benefit the interests of this rural majority, such that

rural areas should benefit relatively more from democracy in terms of any positive changes

resulting from increased public goods provision.

The results provide strong evidence to support this claim. Children born in democ-

racies are less likely to die before their first birthdays than those born in non-democracies,

and individuals who reach primary school age subsequent to the introduction of meaningful

democratic elections have a significantly higher probability of attending primary school than

those who spend their primary school age years in non-democratic contexts. Moreover, there

is evidence of a clear rural bias in the impact of democracy on basic services; the effects of

democracy on education and health are both larger and stronger for rural residents than

they are for urbanites. Further still, the analyses show that the extent of this rural bias

is conditional on and decreasing in the level of urbanization, thereby supporting what is

arguably a unique observable implication of the theoretical claim.

Certainly, these results do not tell the whole story about the relationship between

democracy and the provision of basic services in Africa. To fully understand this relationship
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requires consideration of the precise policy mechanisms through which democracy affects

basic services. For example, as Harding and Stasavage (2014) have shown, the effect is

likely to work through specific policies such as the abolition of user fees. Future work

should investigate these policy mechanisms further. Nevertheless, the results provide an

important insight into how the effects of democracy are distributed in Africa: with regards

to basic services, democracy is good for rural residents. Moreover, these results contribute

to how electoral politics in Africa are understood more generally. Although fraud, ethnic

mobilization, and clientelism are certainly important issues in African elections, evidence

of a rural bias in the effect of democracy on basic health and education outcomes supports

the claim that African governments also seek to construct electoral majorities through the

provision of basic services.
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